SUMMER SOLSTICE CELEBRATION (LITHA)
To be held on

Tuesday 21st December 7pm-8.30pm
exact solstice time is 2.30am 22/12/21

at the

Aquarius Healing and Education Centre
154 Mt Barker Rd Stirling

The evening includes meditation, ceremony, input and discussion and is led by myself Janet
Schwarz and hosted by Meg Tscharke. All are welcome. Bring your friends and some
celebratory food to share if staying for supper. No charge. Donations welcomed. You can
donate in the “golden bowl” at the event or any time at People’s Choice Credit Union BSB 805
050 Account Name: Conscious Connection. Acct No: 2371918. Account holder Margaret
Tscharke. Donations from this event will be used for a project (yet to be decided) which will
work toward the expansion of world consciousness. If you would like further information
about the event or about anything I have written or other work I do, contact me on
0400886872 or email me at skydancer8@bigpond.com

Challenged by these times ??? …. Practice strategies for transformation and change!!
A major connection between the sign of Sagittarius and the Summer Solstice is the sun. At the
Summer Solstice the sun is at its zenith, and as we travel through Sagittarius, we pass in close
alignment to the centre of our Galaxy and the central Spiritual sun of our galaxy, since in
physical terms, the constellation of Sagittarius is located near the centre of our galaxy. Other
signs such as Capricorn Ophiuchus and Scorpio are also located near the galactic Centre but are
only partly “in” our galaxy. This is because although we often think of the constellations as
“flat” i.e. as we see them in the sky , they in fact exist on multiple planes and most lie in part
outside the galactic plane.

In 2012 we passed through a very special alignment between the Earth and our galactic centre.
This occurred at the end of the Mayan calendar and is an alignment which only occurs every
26,000 years. It heralded vast changes which at first did not seem to appear but now in
2019/2020 with the event of COVID and many other dramatic events; we are seeing, I believe,
the fulfilling of what was prophesized. There is sense that an epoch is ending and another
beginning and being built and these ideas are being deeply discussed and put into the light of
our group awareness and mind. Also being discussed and felt around the world are all the
difficulties, sufferings, transformations and challenges that occur with such a momentous birth.

All external events are reflected and experienced internally. We need to work with both the
inner and outer worlds and realize that they are a unity, or we will continue to reflect and
create division and polarity within and without. It is so very important that we support each
other in these special times and share loving strategies that build and create the needed
transformations and expansions. Inside we are a starry world of light and practicing loving
spiritually oriented strategies aids us in entering into it.
For a starry focus and strategy for this time, I have given some Egyptian hieroglyphs below,
which form an ancient mantrum. Working with it, is one way to aid us to open up and expand
and transform ourselves into our soul and spirit. To explain - Horus is the son of Isis in a similar
way that Christ is the son of Mary. In ancient Egypt, Isis was worshipped as the great Goddess
and as the inner sun of the galaxy and hence Horus was thought of as the son of the “sun” (Isis)
and therefore refers to our soul and spirit. This is similar to thinking of transforming ourselves
into Christ consciousness but using a different terminology. Let us all inspire each other and
work with the world community of souls to expand and transform each other into beings of
light and love and unity.
Love Janet

